SAMPLE REPORT EXAMPLE
Confidential Mid-Term Feedback Report Example
Professor X’s Course on “Inequality and Democracy”
Number of Students: 19
Students reached consensus on the top 2-3 aspects relevant to each of the three questions,
and rated each aspect on a scale of 1-10 (1 = lowest and 10 = top score). See pages 2 and 3
for individual answers
1. What aspects of the course/instruction enhance your learning?
Enhances

Average

Teaching style

8.2

Discussions

7.4

Media

6.6

Percentages
7-9: 93%
4-6: 7%
1-3: 0%
7-9: 80%
4-6: 20%
1-3: 0%
7-9: 64%
4-6: 36%
1-3: 0%

2. What aspects of the course/instruction could be improved?
To Improve

Average

Pre-Quiz Reviews

7.6

Less Reading

7.5

More class activities

6.8

Percentages
7-9: 86%
4-6: 14%
1-3: 0%
7-9: 80%
4-6: 20%
1-3: 0%
7-9: 53%
4-6: 47%
1-3: 0%

3. What could you do to make the course better for you, your classmates and the instructor?
What you can do

Average

Read with more attention

7.5

Participate more

6.8

Percentages
7-9: 85%
4-6: 15%
1-3: 0%
7-9: 69%
4-6: 31%
1-3: 0%
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Additional Individual Answers (these are individual responses rather than overall consensus
responses above; the numbers in parentheses indicate when more than one person shared
the same response).
1. What aspects of the course/instruction enhance your learning?
Teaching/personality
• Does a good job explaining in class (2)
• Her friendliness and personable attitude. She makes sure we understand what she’s
talking about and make sure she understands our point of view
• She is genuine and friendly and it is clear that she wants us to success and do well in
the class
Discussions
• We have a lot of discussions where we are able to state our opinions and feelings of
current issues in the country
• In class discussion about reading (2)
• Discussing lectures as a class
• I enjoy the group discussions. I like hearing the different opinions (5)
Readings
• The current events we discuss, including assignments that require the class to read
the New York Times (3)
• Being required to read (2)
• Explanation of the reading in depth with visuals to understand topic
2. What aspects of the course/instruction could be improved?
Activities
• I would like more activities where we compete against other groups
• I feel there should be more debates in class because this class is directly connected to
politics
• More hands on activities
• More interaction and out of class activities
• More group orientated work
Readings
• There are a lot of out of class reading assignments that are discussed briefly in class.
A little more in depth discussion would be helpful
• Go over the reading a bit more before we get it. And then as well after to clear up
confusion
• Rushed reading, clearer notes
• Not so much long reading (3)
• Less of the same readings over a week; we read 4 articles about economic inequality
and all stated the same thing
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Handouts
• Fewer handouts. I know she gives them as a way to save us money on books, but I
get overwhelmed sometimes with the amount of paper I have
• Not so many graphs and handouts
Other
• Same people always talk
• Technology – somewhat confusing and does not always work
3. What could you do to make the course better for you, your classmates and the instructor?
Participation
•
•
•
•
•

Read and participate more
Pay more attention in class
Encourage more class discussions, debates, etc
I could participate more (6)
Join in the discussions more

More attention to readings
• Complete the homework – reading assignments (2)
• Take more time to read the homework more thoroughly. Sometimes I get confused
easily with the reading we have for homework
• Take notes on the reading
• Have questions prepared for ht reading
• Read more and analyze
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